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Spoiler alert! This article contains details of the plan on upcoming events. The legend, a young adult dystopial novel by Marie Lou, was originally made on November 29, 2011. It is the first book of the legend trilogy, followed by Predgy and Champion. The cinematic adaptation of the legend is currently in the works, though uncertain. The contents of the synopshell of what was once the West of the United
States are now home to the Republic, a nation perennially at war with its neighbors. Born to an elite family in one of the richest regions of the Republic, fifteen-year-old June Iparis is a genius who has been groomed to succeed in the republic's highest military circles. Born in sleeping quarters, 15-year-old Day is the country's most wanted criminal. But his motives may be as destructive as they seem. From
very different worlds, June and Dee have no reason to cross paths—until the day June's brother, Matthias, is murdered and Dee becomes the prime suspect. Caught in the final game of Cat and Mouse, Dee is in a race for her family's survival, while June seeks revenge for Matthias' death. But in a shocking turn of events, the two uncover the truth of what really brought them together, and their country's
ominous lengths will go to keep its secrets. The legend of the full summary is set in the Los Angeles disstoping, at a time when North America has been implicated in two hostile countries: the Republic and the Colonies. Mixed with this struggle is a rebel group known as the Patriots. Fabulous centers around the day and June, two 15-year-olds from opposite sides of the economic spectrum. June is a military
genius (with a full score on her court, a method of determining the child's physical and mental abilities), born into an elite family, and grooming to succeed in the republic's highest circles. He has a habit of getting into trouble with his superiors, as his stunts at his military college are often rather dangerous. Without parents to rely on (they were killed in a car crash years before), he could always count on help
from Metias, his older brother. This is until the day Mathias is mysteriously murdered while guarding a hospital. The 1st Day suspect is a 15-year-old boy born in the republic's worst-feared neighborhoods and the country's most wanted criminal. The day's crime began early, after his father was beaten. But this will likely mean nothing if he has not failed his trial. He was sent to the Republic's work camps,
which turned out to be really laboratories for experiments on supposedly worthless children who had failed in court. The Republic took samples of Dee's body and left her for dead but she managed to escape. He has since led a life of extreme poverty and lived on the streets with his friend Tess, a 13-year-old orphan who lived on the streets three years before the story occurred. Day hated the Republic,
using his extraordinary athletic and intellectual abilities to harass them, attacking their military bases and hospitals, and causing them in general. During one of these attacks that day apparently murdered metias. June is sent to find the day, and she will become a republic. After posing as a girl from small quarters, Dee saves her from a fight, and she and Tess were given help to heal her stab wounds during
the fight. After a while, January and June realize that they fall for each other. However, none know who the other person is. They wind up in an alley, unaware of the conditions. But then, as Dee fallen asleep, June sees her get to the pendant she once had around her neck. He lost a pendant at the site of Matthias' death and the pendant he had in his pocket june. June communicates and suddenly all her
feelings are at odds. He doesn't say anything, but follows the day when he wakes up and watches him enter his house. According to a mark on his door, he knows that someone (who turns out to be Cassie Eden, Dee's little brother) has a plague, a deadly disease that spreads from time to time through different parts of the republic. June decides she has no choice but to report Dee, and she calls her
superiors again and informs them that she has found the day. The next morning, military medical trucks headed to dee's family home and she would head to rescue them. June follows him, but not before he says to Tess to hide. Day desperately tries to prevent the army from taking over his family, but June has already tipped them. They arrest dee's family and force day to hide, she tries to resist
possession, but Thomas, Matthias's childhood friend and new captain of matthias' old military unit, shoots and killed Dee's mother in the head. Dee goes into anger and tries to kill the troops, but Commander Jameson, the leader of all units and a June commanding officer, is bringing down the day. Day wakes up, a republican captive. His brothers John and Aiden have been taken into captivity, his mother is
dead and he was betrayed until June, a girl he thinks he might love. He is on a Republic base, however, and there is little he can do to resist. With a large level of violence, he will be questioned by June, Commander Jameson and finally Thomas. His leg still hurts and can't even stand and make the beatings worse. Finally, the date of his execution (for his crimes against the Republic) is supposed to be four
days away. Yet the more he speaks to June, the closer they get and the more trust he has. He insists he did not kill Matthias, and he sees a closer look at images of his brother's body by believing it is possible. He realizes there are two stab wounds, one in the shoulder, where Dee says he hit Matthias with a knife, and one in Matthias' chest. June looks closer to the knife, and Grace sees the gun on the
handle, the same gracie that was on Thomas' foreman the night of Matthias' death. He realizes that if Dee was right about killing Mathias, it could be true of other things. For example, he had a theory that the plague had spread by Republic, not for natural causes. The theory is also shared by his brother Matthias, who created a secret blog for him before his death and tells him what he is destroying. The
more June examines it, the more it comes to accept it. He eventually makes deals with the Patriots to help them and releases him on the morning of his execution. Yet his brother John dies in his place. The characters are June Ingaris, a 15-year-old genius who scored a score of 1,500 (100%). Born into an elite Republic family, his parents mysteriously died in a car crash, leaving Matthias to take care of
him. He is a love interest in Dee, yet he is also his enemy and a friend. His first encounter with Dee was a Rouge to find his true identity, which only sought revenge for his brother's death, as he was accused. He's very analytical and intelligent, he can live strongly on the streets, and he's a tough, stressful guy. June has long, dark brown, almost black hair that she likes to tie in a tight long ponytail. Daniel
Day Wing, a 15-year-old prodigy who scored a 1,500 (100%) goal on his court. He was born in the neighborhoods of the Republic. Day is the republic's most wanted criminal and suspected of murdering Matthias. The day is a combination between Mongolian and Chinese with long blond style hair. Matthias Eibaris, older brother of June. Matthias was violently murdered one night, and detectives suspect
Dee was the killer, although the crime was actually committed by Thomas, who framed Dee. Thomas, a longtime friend of Matthias who is believed to love June, has a special hatred against Dee. It is later revealed that Thomas is actually The Killer of Matthias. Eden Wing, Dee's younger brother who has been brutally plagued by the plague. John Wing, Dee's older brother, who is killed by the Republic firing
squad in dedication to saving both days and June in a life-threatening situation. Commander Jameson, Hardcore June commander and somehow Dili's parents until June, is that June's brother and parents are dead. Tess, Dee's 13-year-old partner in crime and superintendent. Tess was abandoned by her parents and taken by the day when she was only 10 years old. Chian, june and day court director.
Grace Wing, D's mother. Ms Wing is killed by Thomas on the orders of Commander Jameson in an attack on Wings' home. Taylor Wing, D's father. Mr Wing is said to have been killed in the book before the story began. Mr. and Mrs. Eibaris, June's parents. June falsely believed that they had been killed in a car accident, but a blog that Matthias created before his death told June that the Republic had
executed them. Cuddy, a patriot who is known to have been in wrestling fights. He helps day and June escape from the Republic after June pays him a large sum of money. Ollie, the June loyalist Shepherd who helps him through the tragic period of Matthias' death. Book Cover uk aus.jpeg,dbKey:Legend_uk_aus.jpeg},
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